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Descriptive Summary

Identifier ICU.SPCL.LINCOLNPORT

Title Lincoln Collection. Lincoln Portraits

Date 1858-1930

Size 16.5 linear feet (10 boxes)

Repository Special Collections Research Center
University of Chicago Library
1100 East 57th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract The Lincoln Portraits collection contains photographic and lithographic image replications of Abraham Lincoln from during the course of his life. Images include those which represent him as a young man up until the time of his death on the 15th of April 1865. It forms a part of the William E. Barton Collection of Lincolniana.

Information on Use

Access

This collection is open for research.

Citation

When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Lincoln Collection. Sheet Music, [Box #, Folder #], Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library

Biographical Note

Rev. William Eleazar Barton (1861-1930) The Rev. William Eleazar Barton (1861-1930) was one of the early twentieth century’s most prominent writers and lecturers on the life of Abraham Lincoln. Born in Sublette, Illinois, in the same year Lincoln assumed the presidency, Barton grew up in an environment heavily influenced by reverence for Lincoln. After pursuing undergraduate studies at Berea College in Kentucky, Barton earned his divinity degree from the Oberlin Theological Seminary in 1890. He served parishes in Tennessee, Ohio, and Massachusetts before becoming the pastor of the First Congregational Church of Oak Park, Illinois, a position he held until his retirement in 1924. Four years later, Barton accepted an appointment as lecturer at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, where he also organized and served as pastor of the Collegeside Congregational Church.

Barton’s work as a writer produced a number of denominational manuals for church organization and a series of books presenting the wisdom and parables of a character he named
Safed the Sage. For the last ten years of his life, however, Barton was best known to the public as a prolific author and lecturer on Abraham Lincoln. His publications about Lincoln included The Soul of Abraham Lincoln (1920), The Paternity of Abraham Lincoln (1920), The Life of Abraham Lincoln (1925), The Great and Good Man (1927), The Women Lincoln Loved (1927), and The Lincoln of the Biographers (1930).

In the course of compiling material for his writings and talks, Barton visited Lincoln sites in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois; interviewed surviving Lincoln relatives and acquaintances; and traveled as far as California and England to collect information and conduct genealogical research on the ancestry of the Lincoln family. While acquiring a large collection of books, periodicals, pamphlets, manuscripts, and ephemera related to Lincoln and the Civil War era, Barton also purchased privately or at auction historical materials amassed by other Lincoln collectors such as John E. Burton and Osborn H. Oldroyd.

**Scope Note**

The Lincoln Portraits collection makes up the portion of the Barton Collection of Lincolniana which maintains images of Lincoln in photographs, lithographs, engravings, and sculptures. The collection is arranged into five primary series organized with particular consideration for the general theme of the images.

Series I, Lincoln Portraits, consists of portraits of Lincoln in photographic prints, engravings, and lithographs. The images contain representations of him from his adolescence to the time of his death in 1865.

Series II, the Civil War and Politics series of this collection, includes both portraits of Lincoln from during his career as a lawyer and imaged with his presidential cabinet as well as ones of soldier life in army camps of union soldiers during the Civil War. Among the materials pertaining to the Civil War are images of Lincoln with General McClellan and secret agent Allan Pinkerton at Antietam and Lincoln greeting General Grant from the car of his political train. Also in this series are lithograph images of Lincoln with secretary of state official, William H. Seward, signing the Emancipation Proclamation as well as an official facsimile copy of the Emancipation Proclamation.

Series III, Family Portraits, includes images of Lincoln at home in leisure with his family as well as individual portraits of Lincoln’s wife and sons. This series is supplemented by a subseries consisting solely of images representing Mary Todd in portraiture.

Series VI, Sculptures, contains photographic images of statues and monuments dedicated to the life of Abraham Lincoln. Included in the collected materials here are images of Lincoln’s tomb as well as bas-relief studies for the image of Lincoln represented on penny coinage.
Series V, Memorials, contains materials commemorating the life, death, and funeral rites of Abraham Lincoln. The series also contains reproductions of his assassination at the Ford Theater in lithographs and engravings. Several pictorial recordings of the officials present at his deathbed as well as a photographic recording of the reception of Lincoln’s funeral train at Chicago, the dignitaries and officials who welcomed the car on its arrival, and the gatherings of mourners outside his house are a modicum example of the images which are housed in this series.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

Subject Headings
• Barton, William Eleazar, 1861-1930
• Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
• Collectors and collecting

INVENTORY
Series I: Lincoln Portraits

Box 1
Folder 1
  Lincoln Portraits
  • Lincoln as a Young Man, Raymond H. Warren
  • ”A School-Mate of Lincoln,” undated
  • ”A School-Mate of Lincoln,” copy, undated
  • Lincoln with a school-mate on the porch, undated
  • Lincoln with a school-mate on the porch, copy, undated
  • Lincoln in cabin with others, undated
  • In cabin corn husking, undated
  • ”The Etiquette Lesson,” undated
  • ”The Etiquette Lesson,” copy, undated

Box 1
Folder 2
  Lincoln Portraits
  • Lincoln portrait, framed, copy, undated
  • Lincoln portrait, on card board backing, undated
  • Lincoln portrait, signed, 1882
  • Lincoln by the fireplace with dog, undated
  • Lincoln portrait, signed, 1860

Box 1
Folder 3
  Lincoln Portraits
• "Cooper Institute," photograph, 2 copies, February 27, 1860
• "Cooper Institute," close up of Lincoln's hand on book, postcard, undated
• "Cooper Institute Portrait," enlargement of Matthew Brady negative, half-tone plate engraving, February 27, 1860
• "Cooper Union," photograph, 1860
• "The Cooper Union Portrait," print by Brady, undated
• Photograph of tin-type portrait in a frame, similar to "Cooper Institute Portrait," c. 1860

Box 1
Folder 4
Lincoln Portraits
• "Lincoln in Abstraction," plate engraving, undated
• "Lincoln in Abstraction," drawn copy, undated
• "Photograph of Painting from Life," by Alban Jasper Grant, postcard copy, 1860
• "Race Portrait," Lincoln standing with hand on document, Eugene J. Hall, photograph copy of engraving, 2 copies, undated
• "Race Portrait," Lincoln standing with hand on document, copy of engraving, undated
• Lincoln portrait as a young man, engraving, artist's proof, undated

Box 1
Folder 5
Lincoln Portraits
• "The Barrett Lincoln," copy of framed photo portrait, undated
• Lincoln portrait in oval with half enclosed log fence boarder, undated
• Lincoln portrait from pamphlet, "The Makers of Our Nation and our Battles for Freedom," 1894
• Lincoln seated holding document titled "Republican Platform, Chicago," original print, undated

Box 1
Folder 6
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln as a young man, undated
• "The Marvellous Year," copy of painting, undated
• "Lincoln in 1858--First published in McClure's Early Life of Abraham Lincoln," undated
• "Lincoln in 1858--Hitherto unpublished," undated
• "Lincoln in 1860--Hitherto unpublished," undated
• Lincoln painted portrait in color with description, undated

Box 1
Folder 7
Lincoln Portraits
• "Cooper Institute," copy of bust in oval, undated
• "Cooper Institute," copy of portrait on paper with elaborate boarder design, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," copy of engraving, undated
• "Cooper Institute," copy of painting in photograph, undated

Box 1
Folder 8
Lincoln Portraits

- Photograph of Abraham Lincoln, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Hesler photograph, 2 photograph copies, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Hesler photograph with Lincoln quote, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, drawn copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, copy from original negative, June 1860
- "Abraham Lincoln at 51," photograph by Alexander Hesler (taken at the time of his election), 2 copies, 1860
- "A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Hesler photograph by T. Johnson, undated
- Lincoln head, engraving by Thomas Johnson, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photograph copy of Hesler photograph, From the Oldroyd Lincoln Memorial Collection, undated
- "The Superb Hesler Portrait," print copy, 1860

Box 1
Folder 9
Lincoln Portraits

- Lincoln portrait, print copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln from a photograph taken in Springfield after his nomination for president," by Hesler, postcard, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln," engraving copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraved copy of Hesler, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Hesler, undated

Box 1
Folder 10
Lincoln Portraits

- Lincoln photograph, copy from a portrait taken when he was a young man by Hesler, 2 copies, undated
- Lincoln portrait, 1 printed copy 1 photograph copy of Hesler photograph, undated
- Hesler portrait, print, 1858

Box 1
Folder 11
Lincoln Portraits

- Lincoln portrait, oval image on paper, by A. Gardiner, August 9, 1863
- "Lincoln," seated photograph, November 8, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, seated photograph by A. Gardiner, 2 copies, November 15, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, copy of A. Gardiner seated photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, drawn by George T. Tobin from Gardner photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraving by Wyatt Eaton, 1877
- Lincoln portrait, print of photograph by Gardner, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photograph by Gardner, January 24, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Alexander Gardner, August 9, 1853
Box 1
Folder 12
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, miniature in brass frame, undated
- Lincoln portrait, print copy of photograph by Matthew Brady, 3 copies, October 31, 1861
- "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraving by Brady, 1861
- "A. Lincoln," engraving holding document, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraving seated holding book, undated
- Lincoln portrait, drawing in oval with elaborate boarder, undated
- "Lincoln in 1861--First published in McClure's Early Life of Abraham Lincoln," undated
- "Lincoln Early in 1861--Probably the earliest portrait showing him with a beard," undated

Box 1
Folder 13
Lincoln Portraits
- "Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Matthew Brady, [1863?]
- "Abraham Lincoln, Eleven days before Gettysburg Address," photograph by A. Gardner, with photo negative in envelop, November 8, 1863
- "Gettysburg Photograph," by Alexander Gardner, November 11, 1863
- "A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Gardner photo, 1863
- "Abraham Lincoln," print of photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photo by Gardner, 1863
- "Gettysburg Photograph," print copy, 1863
- "Abraham Lincoln," engraving copy of Gardner photo, undated

Box 1
Folder 14
Lincoln Portraits
- "Abraham Lincoln," photograph taken at the time he commissioned General U.S. Grant Lieut. General of all the Armies of the Republic, 1864
- "Abraham Lincoln," color copy of Gen. Grant commissioning photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraved oval image, copy of Gen. Grant commissioning photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, print copy of Gen. Grant commissioning photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Gen. Grant commissioning photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of commissioning photo by Gardner, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of commissioning photo by Gardner, undated
- "Portrait of Lincoln," photograph copy by Gardner, 2 copies, 1863

Box 1
Folder 15
Lincoln Portraits
- "Abraham Lincoln," photograph, 2 copies on board backing, undated
• "A very rare portrait of Lincoln taken shortly before his assassination," photo by Walther, 2 copies, 1863
• Lincoln portrait, print, undated
• "A. Lincoln," oval lithograph, 1864

Box 1
Folder 16
Lincoln Portrait
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy, undated
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy in color, undated
• Lincoln portrait, printed diptych, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln, From an original unretouched negative, made in 1864," color lithograph copy from Gardner original, 1864

Box 1
Folder 17
Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln, the Thinker," copy of photograph by Matthew Brady, 1861
• "Abraham Lincoln, the Thinker," photograph by Brady, 3 copies, 1862

Box 1
Folder 18
Lincoln Portraits
• "Lincoln," copy of photograph by Brady, 2 copies, 1863
• "Lincoln in 1863," 2 printed copies of Brady photo, 1863

Box 1
Folder 19
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Matthew Brady photo, February 23, 1861
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Brady photo, 1861
• "Abraham Lincoln during the darkest days of the Civil War," printed copy of Brady photo, 1861
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln with the Hat," photograph by Brady, 1861
• "Portrait of Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1861
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction of original photo, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving copy of Brady photo, 1861

Box 1
Folder 20
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, profile drawing, undated
• Lincoln portrait, copy of photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Brady photograph, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, etching in profile, signed "Your friend forever, A. Lincoln," undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," lithograph copy by Brady, 1864

Box 1
Folder 21
Lincoln Portraits
• "A. Lincoln," etching from Brady, [186?]
• "Abraham Lincoln," etching from Brady photograph, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," etching, undated
• Lincoln portrait, etching printed in Germany from Brady photo, 1864
• "A. Lincoln: President 1861-1865," engraved by W. Wellstood & Co., 1864
• Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving by A.B. Hall, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln, Sixteenth President of the United States. Born Feb. 12th 1809. Died April 15th 1865." Color printed lithograph, 2 copies, undated

Box 1
Folder 22
Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," miniature etched portrait, undated
• Lincoln portrait, miniature copy of photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph by Matthew Brady, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, engraving in oval shape, undated
• Lincoln portrait, copy of Brady photograph, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, color lithograph copy of Brady photo, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, photograph by Brady, 1864
• "Abraham Lincoln. From the Grady Photograph presented to The Lincoln National Life Insurance Company." Color reproduction, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photograph by Brady, 1864

Box 1
Folder 23
Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln. Unknown Artist." Photograph on post card, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving from Brady photo, 1864
• "Engraved expressly for Holland's 'Life of Lincoln.' A. Lincoln," engraving from Brady original, 1864
• "A. Lincoln, photograph by Brady & Engraved by A.H. Ritchie expressly for this work," 1864
• "Abraham Lincoln. 16th President of the United States." After photo from life by Brady & Co., engraved by John Sartain, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving by R.H. Ritchie, undated
• "A. Lincoln, Engraved by A.H. Ritchie for Raymond's Life of Lincoln." 1864
• Lincoln portrait, copy of photograph by Brady, 1864
• "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving copy from Brady photo, 1864
• "Abraham Lincoln. Assassinated April 15th 1865," engraved by O. Pelton, undated

Box 1
Folder 24
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, color lithograph, O.H. Oldroyd, News Dealer, Stationer and Publisher, 1864
- "President Lincoln," triptych of Lincoln portraits on post card, undated
- "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraving from Brady photo, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated
- "A. Lincoln," lithograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, copy of photograph from Brady, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Brady, 1864
- "A. Lincoln," lithograph copy of Brady photo, 1864
- "A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Brady photo, 1864
- "Portrait of Abraham Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, photo of engraved copy, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln," reduction from photo by Brady, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, Brady photograph, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, Brady photograph, 1864
- Lincoln portrait, "Brady’s First Photograph, 1864," photo print, February 9, 1864

Box 1
Folder 25
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, lithograph on card board backing, Davis & Howard, undated
- Lincoln portrait, etching from book, undated
- Lincoln portrait, drawing in pencil, undated
- "A. Lincoln," An indifferent portrait of Lincoln, sketched by Cecil Harte, 1911

Box 1
Folder 26
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln standing portrait, photograph on card board backing, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln," copy of the print from the negative by Alexander Gardner, April 10, 1865
- Lincoln seated portrait, photograph by George Pl Healy, 1866-67
- "Abraham Lincoln," engraving by William Sartain, undated

Box 1
Folder 27
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln seated portrait, photograph, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln in 1865. His Last Portrait." Photograph, 1865
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Gardner, 1865
- Lincoln portrait, reproduction of Care-de-visite, photograph by Alexander Gardner, 1865

Box 1a
Folder 1
Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, photo of painting taken by Ira M. Hough, 1864
- "A portrait of Abraham Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1863
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Brady, 1863

**Box 1a**

**Folder 2**

Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, lithograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, signed "Your friend forever, A. Lincoln," lithograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraving print by Marshall, undated
- Lincoln portrait, engraving reproduction, undated
- Lincoln portrait, signed "Your friend forever, A. Lincoln," engraving, undated
- Lincoln portrait, signed "Your friend forever, A. Lincoln," positive copy of engraving, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln," engraving in oval boarder, undated
- Lincoln standing portrait holding proclamation, painted reproduction, undated

**Box 1a**

**Folder 3**

Lincoln Portraits
- "Die Gefahr." Engraving of Lincoln under a tree by the sea, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photograph copy of etching, undated
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of painting, undated

**Box 1a**

**Folder 4**

Lincoln Portraits
- Lincoln portrait, print copy of painting, undated
- "Lincoln the Lawyer," copy of painting, 1929
- Lincoln standing portrait, copy of painting, 1929

**Box 1a**

**Folder 5**

Lincoln Portraits
- "Lincoln the Beneficent," printed copy of painting, addressed to Barton from Douglass Volk, 2 copies, 1928
- "Breasting the Winds," printed copy of painting, addressed to Barton from Douglass Volk, 1928
- "Looking Forward," printed copy of painting, addressed to Barton from Douglass Volk, 1928

**Box 1a**

**Folder 6**

Lincoln Portraits
- "A. Lincoln," silhouette in oval frame, made in France, undated
- "A. Lincoln," fac-simile of the rare old autographed silhouette, undated
- Lincoln portrait, ink print, undated
- "A. Lincoln," standing in print reproduction, undated

**Box 1a**

**Folder 7**

Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln seated portrait, print copy of Brady photo, 1863
• "Portrait of Lincoln," copy from an old and faded Brady photograph, 1863
• "A. Lincoln," engraving, 1863

Box 1a
Folder 8
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln standing portrait, print copy of Brady photo, 1863
• "Abraham Lincoln," photo, enlarged from Brady negative, January 8, 1864
• Lincoln standing portrait, Brady photo, 1863
• Lincoln standing portrait, reproduction of Brady photo, 1863

Box 1a
Folder 9
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, 1864
• "A. Lincoln," lithograph, 1866
• "A. Lincoln," photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, ¾ profile, print copy of Brady photograph, 1863
• Lincoln portrait, ¾ profile, print copy of Brady photograph, 1863
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction of Wendroth & Taylor photograph, 1864

Box 2
Folder 1
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, copy of Brady photograph in color, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, color copy of lithograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction, copy of Brady photo, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, painted lithograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction, photograph by H.H. Cole, 1859 [?]
• "Lincoln in 1858," photograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 2
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photo/engraving reproduction, copy of Brady photo, 1864
• "Distinguished Americans of the Century," lithograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 3
Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," lithograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, engraving from Brady photo, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, engraving reproduction, undated
• Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated
• Lincoln portrait, signed "Yours very truly, A. Lincoln," engraving copy of Brady photo, 1864

Box 2
Folder 4
Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln, Smallest Portrait of Lincoln ever made." Undated
• Lincoln portrait, photo reproduction, undated
• "Portrait of Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1864
• "Abraham Lincoln in 1863," oval photograph by Brady, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, oval photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph of a portrait of Lincoln, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated

Series II: Civil War and Politics

Box 2
Folder 5
Civil War and Politics
• "Abraham Lincoln-Anthony Thornton Debate," photograph by B.G. Funk, in Old Court House, Shelbyville, Illinois June 15, 1856
• Group portrait with Lincoln standing, painted reproduction from photo, undated

Box 2
Folder 6
Civil War and Politics
• Lincoln with Cabinet, engraving, undated
• "President and Cabinet," engraved images in ovals, undated
• "President and Cabinet," engraved images in ovals, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln and Joseph Medill Consulting in the Tribune Office, 1856," photograph of painting, 1856

Box 2
Folder 7
Civil War and Politics
• "President Lincoln in Richmond." Engraving, undated
• "Lincoln Entering Richmond, April 3rd 1865," engraving, undated
• "Lincoln and the Contraband." Print of painting, 1908

Box 2
Folder 8
Civil War and Politics
• "President Lincoln Showing Sojourner Truth," photograph of framed painting, undated

Box 2
Folder 9
Civil War and Politics
• "Union Commanders." Photograph on card board, 1854
• Lincoln with Union commanders: Admiral Porter, Grant and Sherman, lithograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 10
Civil War and Politics
• "Mr. Lincoln’s First Inauguration. [March 4, 1861],” engraving, 1861
• Lincoln portrait, engraving of Lincoln's 2nd inauguration, 1865
• "Inauguration As President at Washington--1861," engraving, undated
Box 2
Folder 11
Civil War and Politics
• "President Lincoln, General Grant, and Tad Lincoln at a Railway Station," sketch from life by Winslow Homer, lithograph, undated
• Photograph of train yard, February 5, 1897
• "6th Massachusetts Regiment at Washington met by President Lincoln and Cabinet," photograph, 2 copies, undated

Box 2
Folder 12
Civil War and Politics
• "President Lincoln and General McClellan at Antietam," photograph, undated
• "Lincoln at Antietam," photograph, September 17, 1862
• "Antietam as we Saw It! McClellan’s Headquarters," photograph, undated
• "Lincoln at Antietam," reproduction of photograph, 2 copies, undated

Series III: Family Portraits
Subseries 1: Family, group portraits
Box 2
Folder 13
Family Portraits
• "Home of Abraham Lincoln at Springfield." Engraving, undated
• Home of Abraham Lincoln with group gathered outside, photograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 14
Family Portraits
• "Lincoln’s happy moments. With Little Tad and his Pony." Photograph, November 16, 1863
• Lincoln with son Tad reading a book, engraving reproduced from Brady photograph, 1864
• Lincoln with son Tad reading a book, reproduction from Brady negative, 2 copies, undated
• "Lincoln at Home," engraving by J.C. McRae, reproduction from Brady photograph, 1864

Box 2
Folder 15
Family Portraits
• "Mrs. Lincoln and her younger sons," photograph of painting, undated
• "Lockwood Todd with Willie and Tad," photograph, undated
• Dennis F. Hanks and Family, photograph, undated
• Lincoln’s Kindly step-mother, Sarah Bush Johnston Lincoln, from his tenth year, photograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 16
Family Portraits
• Lincoln with family around table at home, newspaper print of portrait, undated
• "President Lincoln and his Family.--1861" engraving, 1865
• "Lincoln Family," engraving published by Moore & Annin, undated
• "Lincoln Family," engraving published by Moore & Goodspeed, 1864
• Lincoln with family around table at home, by R.B. McClure, 1909

Box 2
Folder 17
Family Portraits
• Lincoln and Mary Todd portrait, photograph copy of painting, 2 mate copies, 1 gloss copy, 1 print copy undated
• Lincoln and Mary Todd portrait, photograph of two images, undated
• Family portrait in salon with Mary Todd in a white dress, undated

Subseries 2: Mary Todd Portraits

Box 2
Folder 18
Mary Todd Portraits
• Mary Todd at 19 years old, photograph, undated
• Mary Todd at 19 years old, photograph of painting by Mary Todd's niece, undated
• Mary Todd at 19 years old, printed copy of painting by Todd's niece, undated

Box 2
Folder 19
Mary Todd Portraits
• "Mrs. Lincoln," photograph, 1858
• "An Early Portrait of Mrs. Abraham Lincoln," photograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 20
Mary Todd Portraits
• "Mrs. Lincoln," photograph on card board backing, 2 copies, undated
• "Mrs. Lincoln," photograph copy, undated

Box 2
Folder 21
Mary Todd Portraits
• Mary Todd seated in white dress, photograph, undated
• Mary Todd seated in white dress, photograph, undated

Box 2
Folder 22
Mary Todd Portraits
• "Mrs. Lincoln," standing portrait in white dress, photograph, undated
• Mrs. Lincoln, oval portrait with painted flowers, engraving, undated
• "Mrs. Abraham Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "Mrs. Abraham Lincoln," photograph, undated
• "Mrs. President Lincoln," engraving from a photograph by Brady, engraving, 1862

Series IV: Sculptures

Box 2
Folder 23
Sculptures
• "The Railsplitter," photograph of bronze statue by Charles J. Mulligan, shot from four different angles, 1911
• "The Railsplitter," photograph reproduction of bronze statue by Charles J. Mulligan, 1911
• "Lincoln, The Rail-Splitter," photo of statue by Charles J. Mulligan, undated
• "Lincoln, The Rail-Splitter," photo of reproduction of statue by Charles J. Mulligan, undated

Box 2
Folder 24
Sculptures
• "The Soldier," photo of bronze statue by Leonard Crunelle, September 22, 1930
• "The Soldier," photo reproduction of bronze statue by Leonard Crunelle, September 22, 1930

Box 2
Folder 25
Sculptures
• "The Old Office Desk," with bust of Lincoln, photograph, undated
• Lincoln bust, photo of bronze statue in profile, undated
• Lincoln bust, photo of sculpture by Max Backman, undated
• Lincoln bust in shawl, engraving, undated
• Lincoln bust, photo of statue, undated
• "A Bust of Lincoln Recently Completed," photo of statue by Charles H. Niehaus, undated

Box 2
Folder 26
Sculptures
• In envelop marked "L. Statue Cincinnati O.": Barnard statue of Lincoln, presented by C.P. Taft to the city of Cincinnati, photo by Henry W. Poor; "Unveiled," photo of Barnard statue unveiling, undated; "The Wee Ones," photo of Barnard statue unveiling, undated; "A Near View," photo of Barnard statue unveiling, undated
• Lincoln head sculpture, news paper printed image of statue, undated
• Lincoln head sculpture, magazine printed image of statue with illegible signature, undated
• Lincoln death mask, copy from Weinman, photo of sculpture, undated
• Lincoln death mask, copy from Weinman, diptych photo of sculpture in profile and en face, undated
• Lincoln death mask and hands, copy from Weinman, photo of sculpture, undated

Box 2
Folder 27
Sculptures
• Hingham Church Lincoln bust, post card, undated
• Hingham Church Lincoln bust, photograph by Jarrolds' Ltd. Norwich, undated
• Joseph Benjamin Oldloof with Hingham Church Lincoln bust, photograph with signature, undated
• Lincoln head, newspaper photo of sculpture, May 15, 1921

Box 2
Folder 28
Sculptures
• Lincoln bust, photo of sculpture by Vinie Ream addressed to Rev. William E. Barton, undated
• Lincoln bust, photo of sculpture, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," bust by Leonard W. Volk: modeled from life, 1860
• Lincoln bust, bas relief of statue, 2 copies, undated

Box 2
Folder 29
Sculptures
• "Lincoln at Gettysburg," photo of bronze statue by J. Otto Schweizer, Pennsylvania Memorial, Gettysburg National Military Park, Gettysburg, PA, c. 1917
• "Lincoln at Gettysburg," photo of bronze statue by Charles J. Mulligan, Rosemond Grove Cemetery, Parma IL., October 29, 1930
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Franz Zelezny, Lincoln Grade School, Omaha NE, October 1908 [?]
• "The President," photo of statue by Adolph Alexander Weinman in rotunda of capitol, Frankfort, KY, undated
• "The President," photo of statue by Adolph Alexander Weinman in rotunda of capitol, Frankfort, KY, undated
• "The Debator," photo of statue by Leonard Crunelle, Taylor Park, Freeport, IL, August 27, 1929
• "The Emancipator," photo of statue by Henry Kirke Brown, Prospect Park, Brooklyn, NY, October 21, 1861
• "Lincoln of the Second Inaugural," photo of statue by Henry Kirke Brown, Union Square, New York, NY, September 16, 1870
• "The President," photo of statue by Frank Edwin Elwell, East Orange NJ, June 14, 1911
• "The Commander in Chief," photo of statue by Alonzo Victor Lewis, November 11, 1930

Box 2
Folder 30
Sculptures
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Gutzon Borgum at Newark, NJ with O.H. Oldroyd, undated
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Gutzon Borgum at Newark, NJ, May 30, 1911
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Gutzon Borgum, Essex Co. Court House, Newark, NJ, May 30, 1911
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Gutzon Borgum, Essex County Court House, Newark, NJ, May 30, 1911

Box 2
Folder 31
Sculptures
• "The President," photo of plaster statue by Adolph Alexander Weinman, City Art Museum, St. Louis, MO, 1909
• "Lincoln Statue on Upper Campus, University of Wisconsin," photo of statue by Weinman, undated
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Haig Patigian, Civic Center, San Francisco, CA, February 12, 1928
• "The Candidate," photo of bronze statue by James Earl Fraser, Jersey City, NJ, November 4, 1874
• "Man of Sorrows," photo of bronze statue by Robert Merrell Gage, Kansas State Capitol, Topeka, KA, February 12, 1918
• "The President," photo of bronze replica of Charles Keck statue, September 23, 1939
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by George Fite Waters, Park Blocks, Portland, OR, October 5, 1928
• "Lincoln of the Second Inaugural," photo of bronze statue by George E. Ganiere, Burlington, WI, October 13, 1913

Box 2
Folder 32
Sculptures
• "Lincoln Statue at Hodgenville, KY," photo of Barton with Lincoln statue by Weinman, undated
• "Lincoln Statue. Court Square. Hodgenville, KY," Post card addressed to Barton, September 30, 1929
• "Lincoln Statue in Rotunda of Kentucky's Capitol." Post card, undated
• "The President," photo of bronze replica statue by Weinman, Public Square, Hodgenville, KY, May 31, 1909
• "The President," photo of statue by Weinman, Hodgenville, KY, 2 copies, undated

Box 2
Folder 33
Sculptures
• Lincoln profile, printed copy of bas-relief from magazine, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," printed copy of bas relief by French artist, undated
• Bronze Bas-Relief of Lincoln by C. Pickett, printed copy for magazine, undated
• "Equestrian Statue of Lincoln," printed copy bas relief by O'Donovan and Eakins for The Brooklyn Memorial Arch., undated
• "Lincoln," photo of bas relief by Harry Lewis Raul, signed "To Robert S. Barton Esq., 1924
• "A New Interpretation of Abraham Lincoln," image of bas relief with sculptor, 1922

Box 2
Folder 34
Sculptures
• Lincoln profile, printed copy of bas relief from magazine, undated
• Abraham Lincoln, bas-relief study for penny image, undated
• Magazine page with images, "The Lincoln Stamp and Penny," and "The Lincoln Metal Struck for the Grand Army of the Republic," undated
• Abraham Lincoln, bas relief coinage, undated

Box 2
Folder 35
Sculptures
- Standing statue of Lincoln, L.H. Bartlett, photograph, 1878
- Abraham Lincoln, printed image of statue by George Grey Barnard, undated
- "The Candidate," photo of statue by George Grey Barnard, Lytle Park Cincinnati, OH, 2 copies, March 31, 1917
- "The Candidate," photo of statue by Barnard, Louisville Library, Louisville, KY, October 26, 1922

Box 2
Folder 36
Sculptures
- "Lincoln," photo of sculpture by John Rogers, undated
- "The Emancipator," photo of statue by Volk, Soldiers' and Sailors Monument Washington Park, Rochester, NY, undated
- Standing statue of Lincoln, photo, undated
- "The Council of War," photo of statue by John Rogers, 2 copies, 1868

Box 2
Folder 37
Sculptures
- "O'Conner Statue of Lincoln," photo of statue, undated
- "O'Conner Statue of Lincoln," close up photo of statue, undated
- "Lincoln Statue. State Capitol. Springfield, IL." Post card color replica of Andrew O'Conner statue, addressed to Barton, August 22, 1928
- "Statue of Abraham Lincoln," post card, undated
- "The Candidate," photo of Andrew O'Conner bronze statue, Illinois State Capitol, Springfield, IL, October 5, 1918
- "The Candidate," photo of O'Conner statue, undated
- "The Candidate," photo of O'Conner statue with Springfield Capitol Building in background, undated

Box 2
Folder 38
Sculptures
- "Lincoln the Lawyer," photo of Lorado Taft bronze statue, Carle Park, Urbana, IL, July 3, 1927
- "Lincoln The Lawyer," photo of Lorado Taft bronze statue, undated

Box 3
Folder 1
Sculptures
- "Lincoln's Tomb," photograph, undated
- "Tomb of Abraham Lincoln," photograph, Springfield, IL, undated
- "Lincoln's Tomb," photograph, undated
- "Lincoln's Tomb," photo taken from a distance, Springfield, IL, undated
- "Lincoln Monument," photograph, Oak Ridge Cemetery, Springfield, undated
- "Tomb of Abraham Lincoln," photo of bronze statue, Springfield, IL, October 15, 1874
• "The Lincoln Monument With the Receiving Tomb in the Foreground," photograph, undated
• "Lincoln Monument," photograph, undated
• "Tomb of Abraham Lincoln," photograph of detail, undated
• "Lincoln Monument," photo of detail, undated
• "Tomb of Abraham Lincoln," photo of detail, undated

Box 3
Folder 2
Sculptures
• "Lincoln of the Second Inaugural," photo of William Granville Hastings bronze replica, Bunker Hill, IL, September 7, 1904
• "Emancipation Statue," photo of Thomas Ball statue, Boston, MA, undated
• "Emancipation Group," photo of Thomas Ball bronze statue, Lincoln Park, Washington, D.C., April 14, 1876
• "Emancipation Group," photo of statue, Edinburgh, Scotland, undated
• "Emancipation Group," photo of George Bissell bronze statue, Old Carlton Burial Ground, Edinburgh, Scotland, August 22, 1893

Box 3
Folder 3
Sculptures
• "Lincoln Statue in Front of Court House," photograph of statue, Washington D.C., undated
• Lincoln monument, photo of statue, undated
• "The mystic chords of memory stretching from every battle field…," Lincoln bas-relief in profile, undated
• Lincoln Speech Monument, photo of monument, Gettysburg, undated
• "The President," photo of bronze statue by Isidore Konti, Memorial Park, Yonkers, NY, October 12, 1929

Series V: Memorials

Box 3
Folder 4
Memorials
• "Lincoln's Ermordung," engraving, undated
• "The Assassination at Ford's Theatre," engraving, undated
• "Assassination of Abraham Lincoln.--His Birthplace and His Tomb," engraving, undated

Box 3
Folder 5
Memorials
• Abraham on Deathbed surrounded by cabinet and others, photograph, undated
• "Scene at the Death-Bed of President Lincoln," etching, undated
• "Death of President Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "The Death of Abraham Lincoln.--April 15th, 1865," engraving, undated
• "Key to the Last Day of Lincoln," printed copy of painting by A. Chappel, 1908
• "The Death-Bed of President Abraham Lincoln." Engraving, undated

Box 3
Folder 6
Memorials
• "Funeral Cortege Through New York," engraving, illustration from Henry J. Raymond "Life of Lincoln," 1865
• "Funeral Arch on the Hudson," engraving, illustration from Henry J. Raymond "Life of Lincoln," undated
• "Remains Lying in State at Chicago," engraving, illustration from Henry J. Raymond "Life of Lincoln," undated
• "The Last Rites at Oakwood, Near Springfield," engraving, illustration from Henry J. Raymond "Life of Lincoln," undated
• Procession at Lincoln's Tomb, lithograph, undated
• The New York City Funeral Car of President Lincoln, photograph, undated
• "Funeral Obsequies of President Lincoln at the Presidential Mansion," engraving, undated
• "Dome of the City Hall--Scene at Midnight," engraving, undated
• "View of the City Hall," engraving, undated

Box 3
Folder 7
Memorials
• "Funeral Car of Abraham Lincoln," photograph by Eugene J. Hall, undated
• Funeral car of Abraham Lincoln, photograph, undated
• Lincoln funeral train, photograph with news clipping attached, undated
• Funeral car of Abraham Lincoln, photograph with news clipping attached, undated
• Funeral arch with escort of prominent men in front, photograph wit news clipping, undated
• Funeral arch on Michigan Avenue, photograph, undated
• The Old Court House, Chicago, photograph with news clipping attached, undated
• The Old Butler House with prominent citizens awaiting arrival of Funeral Train, photograph with news clipping, undated
• Lincoln's Springfield House with large gathering outside, photograph with news clipping, undated
• Lincoln's tomb at Oak Ridge Cemetery with high military and naval officers, governors of states, and members of congress gathered for the final rites, photograph with news clipping, undated
• Funeral carriage with plumage, photograph, undated
• "Lincoln's Body 10 Feet in the Ground," photograph, undated
• "The Band that Led the Procession at the Funeral of President Lincoln," reproduced photograph, Springfield, IL, May 4, 1865

Box 3
Folder 8
Memorials
• "Head of Lincoln," photograph sculpture by Gutzon Borgum with soldiers at unveiling, February 12, 1901
• "Head of Lincoln," sculpture by Gutzon Borgum, undated
• "Head of Lincoln," photo of sculpture by Gutzon Borgum with article on Lincoln and Douglas debates on verso, undated
• "Head of Lincoln," photo of sculpture by Gutzon Borgum with Gettysburg Address, February 12, 1909
• "The Obsequies of Abraham Lincoln," engraving, undated

Box 3
Folder 9
Memorials
• "The Father, and The Saviour of Our Country," engraving by John McGoffin, undated
• "The Father, and The Saviour of Our Country," copy of engraving, 1865

Box 3
Folder 10
Memorials
• "In Memoriam," card with image of Lincoln, undated
• "Christmas Good Wishes," Christmas card with Lincoln image, 1924
• Lincoln portrait, photograph of painting, compliment of Latin American Mission, Los Angeles, CA, undated
• "Lincoln’s Idea of Christianity," post card, undated
• "Old Court House, Shelbyville, Illinois" pamphlet, undated
• Lincoln portrait, bas-relief on medallion, undated
• "Colonial Prints Pilgrim Fathers, Quakers Colonial Ships Silhouettes," pamphlet, January, 1927
• "The Home of Abraham Lincoln N-E Corner of Eighth & Jackson, Springfield, Ill.," photograph, 1908
• Envelop, Chagnon & Co.

Series VI: Oversized
Subseries 1: This subseries contains oversized portraits of Lincoln rendered in reprints of photographs, engravings, and lithographs. The images contain representations of him from his adolescence to the time of his death in 1865.

Subseries 2: The Civil War and Politics subseries of this collection include both portraits of Lincoln from during his career as a lawyer and images of him with his presidential cabinet. Among the materials pertaining to the Civil War are several images of Lincoln with General McClellan and secret agent Allan Pinkerton at Antietam. Also in this series of oversized materials are lithograph images of Lincoln with secretary of state official, William H. Seward, signing the Emancipation Proclamation.

Subseries 3: The Family Portraits subseries consists of oversized images of Lincoln and his family at home in leisure. This series is supplemented by a subseries consisting solely of images representing Mary Todd in portraiture.

Subseries 4: The Sculptures subseries contain photographic images of statues and monuments dedicated to the life of Abraham Lincoln.
Subseries 5: The Memorials subseries consist of oversized materials commemorating the death and life of Abraham Lincoln. The series also contains reproductions of his assassination at the Ford Theater in lithograph and engraving. Among the materials housed here are several photographic recordings of the dignitaries and officials present at his deathbed.

**Subseries 1: Lincoln Portraits**

**Box 4**

**Folder 1**

Oversized Lincoln Portraits
- Abraham Lincoln, photograph, 1848
- "A. Lincoln, Lincoln as Lawyer," engraving, [1848?]
- Lincoln portrait, reproduction from photograph, copyrighted 1909
- "Lincoln’s First Photograph," print of photograph, [1848?]
- Lincoln portrait, photograph, 1848
- "The Earliest Portrait of Abraham Lincoln," photograph, 1848
- Lincoln portrait, photograph, [1848?]
- "Abraham Lincoln at 38, His First Known Portrait," photograph, [1848?]

**Box 4**

**Folder 2**

Oversized Lincoln Portraits
- "A. Lincoln," post card addressed to O.H. Oldroyd from Allen H. Wright, 1922
- "A. Lincoln," post card addressed to Dr. William E. Barton from Allen H. Wright, 2 copies, July 4, 1856
- Lincoln portrait, drawing, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photo from original negative of Alex Hesler, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photo, copy of journal cover, undated
- Lincoln portrait, print from Hesler photo, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
- "Famous Portrait of Abraham Lincoln with Towsled Hair," photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
- Lincoln portrait, etching from Hesler photo, 1861
- Lincoln portrait, photo, 1857

**Box 4**

**Folder 3**

Oversized Lincoln Portraits
- "Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States," engraving reproduction of Cooper Institute photograph, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States," engraving reproduction of Cooper Institute, undated
- Lincoln portrait, Cooper Institute photograph, undated
- "Abraham Lincoln, Sixteenth President of the United States," color print engraving of Cooper Institute photo, undated

**Box 4**

**Folder 4**

Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, seated photograph, ¾ profile, undated
• Lincoln portrait, seated photograph, ¾ profile, copyright 1925 by G. L. Ross

Box 4

Folder 5
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photo reproduction from a plate, October 1, 1858

Box 4

Folder 6
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, ambrotype, August 25, 1858
• Lincoln portrait, ambrotype reproduction, undated
• Lincoln portrait, ambrotype, made in Macomb, Ill. By T.P. Pearson, August 26, 1858

Box 4

Folder 7
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," photo drawing by Otto J. Schneider, undated
• Lincoln portrait, seated photograph, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," print copy of miniature (size of original) painted on ivory from life, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated

Box 4

Folder 8
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated

Box 4

Folder 9
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph by C.S. German, 1858
• "An Early Portrait of Abraham Lincoln," from a daguerreotype, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph print, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated

Box 4

Folder 10
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photo, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln, Candidate for the President," photo from negative taken at Springfield, Illinois, in June 1860, immediately after his nomination, copyright 1894 by George B. Ayres
• Lincoln portrait, photo reproduction from the original negative by Alex Hesler, June 1860
• Lincoln portrait, printed copy of photo, undated
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction of photograph, undated
Folder 11  
Oversized Lincoln Portraits  
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by German, January 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, postcard addressed to Ethan A. Brown, undated  
- Lincoln portrait, photograph addressed to O.H. Oldroyd, September 19, 1921  
- "The McNulty-Butler Lincoln," photograph reproduction by C.S. German, January 26, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, German photograph, 1861  
- "A. Lincoln," engraving from German photo, 1861  
- "A. Lincoln, Late President of the United States," engraving, undated  
- "A. Lincoln," engraved and printed at the Treasury Department from German photo, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated  
- Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated  
- "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated  
- "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated  
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of German photo, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, reproduction of German photo, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, reproduction of German photo, 1861  
- "A. Lincoln," engraving from German photo, January 26, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, photo by C.S. German, January 26, 1861  
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of German photo, undated  
- Lincoln portrait, photo by C. S. German, 1861  

Box 4  
Folder 12  
Oversized Lincoln Portraits  
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Gardner, 1863  
- Lincoln portrait, printed copy of Gardner photograph, undated  
- Lincoln portrait, photo enlargement, undated  

Box 4  
Folder 13  
Oversized Lincoln Portraits  
- "A. Lincoln," photograph by Brady, 1862  
- "A. Lincoln," enlargement of Brady photo, undated  

Box 4  
Folder 14  
Oversized Lincoln Portraits  
- Lincoln portrait, reproduction of photograph, undated  
- "Last Photograph of Lincoln," photograph copy from daguerreotype, 1865  
- Lincoln portrait, print plate of Gardner photograph, April 9, 1865  
- Lincoln portrait, photograph by Gardner, 1865  
- Lincoln portrait, painted reproduction of Gardner photo, painted by Charles A. Sweet, 1932  

Box 4  
Folder 15  
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated

Box 4
Folder 16
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "President A. Lincoln," print reproduction of photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, print of Brady photograph, 1862
• Lincoln portrait, enlarged photo print, undated

Box 5
Folder 1
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photograph reproduction, undated

Box 5
Folder 2
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "A. Lincoln, Best Known full face of the President," reproduction of photograph taken by Alexander Gardner, November 15, 1863
• "A. Lincoln," reproduction of Gardner photo, undated
• Lincoln portrait, photo reproduction, undated
• "A. Lincoln," reproduction of photo taken by Alexander Gardner, November 15, 1863

Box 5
Folder 3
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "The people of these United States are the rightful masters of both Congresses and Courts…," lithograph color print,

Box 5
Folder 4
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "A. Lincoln," engraving from Brady photo, 1863
• Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated

Box 5
Folder 5
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States," engraving, 2 copies, undated

Box 5
Folder 6
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, color reproduction of photo, undated

Box 5
Folder 7
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States," engraving, undated
• "A. Lincoln," engraving, undated

Box 5
Folder 8
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait with letter, engraving with print copy of letter to bereaved mother signed by Lincoln, November 21, 1864

Box 5
Folder 9
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln, 16th President of the United States," engraving by A.H. Ritchie from Brady photo, 3 copies, undated
• "Lincoln." Engraving by John A. O’Neill from Brady photo, 1864

Box 5
Folder 10
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "A. Lincoln," engraving by H.B. Hallis, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving by William Sartain, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States. Assassinated April 14th 1865," engraving by J.C. Buttre from Brady photo, 4 copies, undated

Box 5
Folder 11
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln. Union. Emancipation," engraving, July 1, 1865
• "A. Lincoln," lithograph copy of Brady photo, undated

Box 5
Folder 12
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, undated

Box 5
Folder 13
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, photograph copy of Charles A. Barry’s drawing of Lincoln after presidency nomination with historical information on verso of the image, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," reproduction from a rare portrait drawing, February 7, 1922

Box 5
Folder 14
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, monochrome painting on mill-board, [186?]

Box 5
Folder 15
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, enlarged photo of painting, undated

Box 5
Folder 16
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, W.H.M. Bickwell drawing, 1928
• Lincoln portrait, W.H.M. Bickwell drawing, private plate with markings, undated
• Lincoln portrait, W.H.M. Bickwell drawing, private plate, undated
• "Library of Lincolniana William E. Barton Fide et Fortitudine," drawing and deep etching, undated

Box 5
Folder 17
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait in profile, deep etching, 1926

Box 6
Folder 1
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "The Boy Lincoln," print copy of painting by Eastman Johnson, 1867
• "The Boy Lincoln," print copy of painting by Eastman Johnson, undated
• "The Boy Lincoln," enlarged color copy of Johnson painting, undated

Box 6
Folder 2
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Lincoln First Presenting His Pledge at South Fork School House," enlarged color print, June 1846

Box 6
Folder 3
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Lincoln the Lawyer," enlarged print by Preston Butler, August 13, 1860
• Lincoln portrait, photo taken by Preston Butler, August 31, 1862

Box 6
Folder 4
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, drawn reproduction from photo, undated
• Lincoln portrait, etching, print from copper plate undated
• Lincoln portrait, etching by C. Kruell, 1896

Box 6
Folder 5
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, drawing from photo by F.B. Carpenter, 1864
• "A. Lincoln," drawing from life by F.B. Carpenter, 1864
• "A. Lincoln," enlarged and color enhanced drawing from life F.B. Carpenter, 1864

Box 6
Folder 6
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, color print, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln: Last Portrait from Life," print of portrait in Chicago Sunday Tribune, February 7, 1937

Box 6
Folder 7
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, print copy of painting, undated

Box 6
Folder 8
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "A. Lincoln," standing portrait by F.K. Travers, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, standing in study, undated

Box 6
Folder 9
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln, Sixteenth President of the United States," drawing, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln. President of the United States," engraving from photo by Brady, 1864

Box 6
Folder 10
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," cardboard framed etching, 1861

Box 6
Folder 11
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, enlarged reproduction of photo, undated
• "A. Lincoln," enlarged photo reproduction taken by Brady, February 9, 1864

Box 6
Folder 12
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln His Gettysburg Address and Biography," drawn portrait with speech written on body, 1926

Box 6
Folder 13
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, portrait and speech formed in one single, continuous line from centre to circumference, 1863

Box 6
Folder 14
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," lithograph by J.H. Bufford, 1866

Box 6
Folder 15
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, reproduction from photo, published by McLoughlin Brothers, 2 copies, undated
• Lincoln portrait, print of photo in frame, April 12, 1917

Box 6
Folder 16
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, Lincoln reading in study with shawl, undated

Box 6
Folder 17
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Midst Gathering Clouds," printed copy of painting by Douglas Volk, 1929
• "Abraham Lincoln," printed copy of painting by Douglas Volk, 1908
• "Abraham Lincoln," studio print of portrait painting by Volk, 1922
• "Abraham Lincoln," print of Volk portrait addressed to Dr. William E. Barton, 1922

Box 6
Folder 18
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, engraving, undated

Box 6
Folder 19
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, lithograph, undated
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, undated

Box 6
Folder 20
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Read Abraham Lincoln," Carey show color print, 1919

Box 6
Folder 21
Oversized Lincoln Portraits SEE Box 10
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, signed "Yours truly, A. Lincoln," 1860
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving by J. Serz, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, enlarged reproduction, undated
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, undated

Subseries 2: Civil War and Politics

Box 7
Folder 1
Oversized Civil War and Politics
• "Abraham Lincoln-Anthony Thornton Debate," painting by Robert Marshal Root from photograph by B.G. Funk, in Old Court House, Shelbyville, Illinois June 15, 1856

Box 7
Folder 2
Oversized Civil War and Politics
• "President and Cabinet," collective of oval photo portraits in elaborate oval frame, 1864

Box 7
Folder 3
Oversized Civil War and Politics
• "Abraham Lincoln," miniature portrait in top hat, backed on paper with brass frame, undated
• Lincoln with McClellan at Antietam, photograph, undated
• Lincoln at Antietam secret service tent with Allan Pinkerton and General John A. McClellan, photograph, addressed to Mr. Woodward from Allan Pinkerton's daughter, undated
• Lincoln at Antietam secret service tent with Allan Pinkerton and General John A. McClellan, photograph, addressed to University of Chicago from Allan Pinkerton's daughter, undated
- Lincoln, drawing signed CLK, undated
- "Lincoln and Allan Pinkerton in front of General McClellan's Tent at Antietam," painted reproduction of photo by Brady, undated
- Lincoln, printed reproduction of photo in top hat, undated
- Lincoln, photo enlarged from a stereoscopic negative, undated

**Box 7**
**Folder 4**
Oversized Civil War and Politics
- "The Emancipation Proclamation," Facsimile No. 16 from The National Archives, copy of original manuscript, 1950

**Box 7**
**Folder 5**
Oversized Civil War and Politics
- "President Lincoln and Secretary Seward Signing The Proclamation of Freedom, January 1st 1863," lithograph, 16 copies, 1856

**Box 7**
**Folder 6**
Oversized Civil War and Politics
- "Proclamation of Emancipation. Abraham Lincoln," portion of proclamation rendered as portrait of Lincoln surrounded by names of members of congress who voted for the resolution, 2 copies, undated
- "Freedom to the Slaves," lithograph of Lincoln with emancipated slaves, 5 copies, undated

**Box 7**
**Folder 7**
Oversized, Civil War and Politics
- Group gathering in ballroom, photo of painting, undated
- "Grand Reception of the Notabilities of the Nation at the White House," lithograph, 5 copies, 1865

**Box 7**
**Folder 8**
Oversized, Civil War and Politics

**Box 7**
**Folder 9**
Oversized, Civil War and Politics
- "Abraham Lincoln Defending Young Armstrong," lithograph, undated

**Box 7**
**Folder 10**
Oversized, Civil War and Politics
- Lincoln with Cabinet Members and Frederick Douglas, print, undated

**Box 7**
**Folder 11**
Oversized, Civil War and Politics
• "From Log Cabin to White House," triptych of Lincoln log cabin, portrait and White House with written copy of Gettysburg Address, 1903
• "Proclamation of Emancipation," printed copy with boarder, 1863

Subseries 3: Family Portraits

Box 8
Folder 1
Oversized Family Portraits
• Lincoln with son seated at table, photograph, undated

Box 8
Folder 2
Oversized Family Portraits
• "Lincoln at home with Willie and Tad on Christmas Day, 1860" print from the Lincoln Memorial University Collection, 1970

Box 8
Folder 3
Oversized Family Portraits
• "Lincoln At Home," engraving by H.B. Hall Jr. from photo by Brady, undated

Box 8
Folder 4
Oversized Family Portraits
• "Lincoln At Home," lithograph, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln & Family," lithograph, 1865

Box 8
Folder 5
Oversized Family Portraits
• "The Lincoln Family," lithograph of Currier & Ives, 2 copies, 1867

Box 8
Folder 6
Oversized Family Portraits
• Lincoln Family at Home with son Robert in uniform, photograph copy of lithograph, undated
• Lincoln Family at Home with son Robert in uniform, reproduction print, undated
• Lincoln Family at Home with son Robert in uniform, reproduction print, 1865
• Lincoln Family at Home with son Robert in uniform, photograph by Brady of engraving by A.B. Walter, undated
• "Lincoln Family," engraving by A.B. Walter from painting by F. Schell, 2 copies, undated
• Lincoln Family at Home with son Robert in uniform, engraving, undated
• "President Lincoln and Family," enlarged engraving by A.B. Walter, 4 copies, 1865

Box 8
Folder 7
Oversized Family Portraits
• "General Grant and Family," lithograph of Currier & Ives, 2 copies, 1867

Box 8
Folder 8
Oversized Mary Todd Portraits
- Mary Todd portrait, in floral gown, 2 copies, undated

Box 8
Folder 9
Oversized Family Portraits
- Lincoln with son in front of window, engraving, undated

Box 8
Folder 10
Oversized Family Portraits
- "Abraham Lincoln & Family, Respectfully Dedicated to the People of the United States," lithograph designed and drawn by H.A. Thomas, 1865

Box 8
Folder 11
Oversized Family Portraits
- "Pre-War View of Lincoln House, Springfield," photo of lithograph, undated
- "Mr. Lincoln. Residence and Horse," lithograph by L. Kurz, 1865

Box 8
Folder 12
Oversized Family Portraits
- "Home of Abraham Lincoln, Springfield III.," photograph, 1893
- "Home of Abraham Lincoln. Springfield, Ill. 1860," L. Prang & Go. Lithograph, 2 copies, undated

Subseries 4: Sculptures

Box 9
Folder 1
Oversized Sculptures
- Lincoln statue as a young man with dog, photo of statue, undated

Box 9
Folder 2
Oversized Sculptures
- Lincoln statue, photograph taken by G.L. Carter, September 2, 1912
- Lincoln statue, photograph, undated
- "Lincoln at Gettysburg," bronze statue by Daniel Chester French, September 2, 1912
- Lincoln statue, enlarged photograph print, undated

Box 9
Folder 3
Oversized Sculptures
- Lincoln statue, postcard, undated
- "Lincoln the Head of State," photo of bronze statue by Augustus Saint Gaudens, Grant Park Chicago, May 31, 1926
- "Lincoln Statue, Lincoln Park, Chicago," postcard addressed to Mrs. H. Hemingway from "Helen," 1910
- "Lincoln Statue, Lincoln Park, Chicago," postcard addressed to Mrs. Harriett Hemingway from Laura B. Walker, 1910
- "Lincoln Statue, Lincoln Park, Chicago," photograph, undated
• Lincoln statue, photograph of statue in Lincoln Park, undated
• "Lincoln The Head of State," bronze statue by Augustus Saint Gaudens, May 31, 1926
• "Lincoln the Man," photo of statue by Augustus St. Gaudens, October 22, 1887
• "Lincoln the Man," photo of statue by Augustus St. Gaudens, October 22, 1887
• Lincoln standing statue, photograph on cardboard backing, undated
• Lincoln standing statue, photograph reproduction, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln," drawing signed by Schneider, with printed copy of Lincoln’s Last Speech, September 1926

Box 9
Folder 4
Oversized Sculptures
• "The Emancipator," photo of bronze statue by Randolph Rogers, Fairmont Park, Philadelphia PA, September 22, 1871
• Lincoln statue, photo of A.L. Rogers’s sculpture, 1870

Box 9
Folder 5
Oversized Sculptures
• Lincoln Memorial statue, enlarged snapshot, undated
• "A. Lincoln," Lincoln Memorial statue on golden paper, undated
• "Lincoln in the Washington Memorial," photograph, undated
• Lincoln Memorial statue, photo of statue by Daniel Chester French, undated

Box 9
Folder 6
Oversized Sculptures
• "Centennial History of Illinois," news print reproduction of Lincoln head sculpture by O’Connor, November 24, 1918
• Lincoln statue, drawing by Stanley Paul, 2 copies, [1940?]

Subseries 5: Memorials

Box 9
Folder 7
Oversized Memorials
• "The Martyr of Liberty," lithograph, undated

Box 9
Folder 8
Oversized Memorials
• "Assassination of President Lincoln. At Ford’s Theatre Washington D. C. April 14th 1865," lithograph, undated

Box 9
Folder 9
Oversized Memorials
• "Death of Abraham Lincoln. April 15th 1865," lithograph, undated
• "Death Bed of Abraham Lincoln. Died April 15th 1865," lithograph, undated
Folder 10
Oversized Memorials
• "Death of President Lincoln. At Washington, D.C. April 15th 1865. The Nation's Martyr." Lithograph, 1865

Box 9
Folder 11
Oversized Memorials
• "Death of Lincoln," printed copy of lithograph, September 25, 1902
• "Death of Lincoln," enlarged print copy of lithograph, September 25, 1902

Box 9
Folder 12
Oversized Memorials
• "Funeral Car Used at the Obsequies of the Late President A. Lincoln at Columbus O. April [?] 1865," drawn by Albert Ruger, undated
• "Map showing route taken by The Great Funeral Train," undated
• "The Historic 'Lincoln Car'," undated

Box 9
Folder 13
Oversized Memorials
• "Abraham Lincoln, The Martyr, Victorious." Engraving by John Sartain, 1866

Box 9
Folder 14
Oversized Memorials
• "The Preservers of Our Union," photo of lithograph, undated
• "The Preservers of Our Union," lithograph of General Grant and Lincoln, 1865

Box 9
Folder 15
Oversized Memorials
• "Columbia's Noblest Sons," lithograph by Chr. Kimmel and Forster, 2 copies, 1865

Box 9
Folder 16
Oversized Memorials
• "Abraham Lincoln and His Pall Bearers, April 19, 1865," photograph copy of broadside, undated
• "Abraham Lincoln and His Pall Bearers, April 19, 1865," broadside, undated

Box 9
Folder 17
Oversized Memorials
• "The Last Moments of Abraham Lincoln," print by E.H. Miller, 1866

Box 9
Folder 18
Oversized Memorials
• "Death-Bed of Lincoln," photo of painting, undated
• "Death-Bed of Lincoln," print of painting, undated
• "Death-Bed of Lincoln," photo print of painting, 1866
• "Death-Bed of Lincoln," enlarged print of painting, 3 copies, 1866
Box 9
Folder 19
Oversized Memorials
• "National Lincoln Monument," engraving by Strobridge & Co. printed in newspaper, 1876

Box 9
Folder 20
Oversized Memorials SEE Box 10
• "Our Presidents. 1789-1881." Lithograph by Charles Hart, 1882

Box 10
Folder 1
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, signed "Yours truly, A. Lincoln," 1860

Box 10
Folder 2
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• "Abraham Lincoln," engraving by J. Serz, 1864
• Lincoln portrait, enlarged reproduction, undated

Box 10
Folder 3
Oversized Lincoln Portraits
• Lincoln portrait, drawing, undated

Box 10
Folder 4
Oversized Memorials
• "Our Presidents. 1789-1881." Lithograph by Charles Hart, 1882